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Ch. Qiong'""-'Tib. Khyung; Taoism,...,Bonpo
--Some Questions Related to Early Ethno-Religious History in Sichuan·
Hoong Teik Toh

From the late

14th

century to the early 15th century, frequent ravages of the Tibetans

in both Khyung po (in Khams) and Yuesui

~.

(in Sichuan) had caused apprehension

among those in Tibet as rumors rippled across the Sino-Tibetan border of a possible
punitive campaign against the Tibetans by decree of the Ming emperor.) It was probably
because of such.a restive situation that, on June 26, 1415, the Ming government set up
Shang Qiongbu Wei

J:JPtlBWi (Guard of Upper Khyung po) in Khyung po and

appointed a certain Byams pa dpal (Zhangbabo

.$:EHEO as Zhihui Shi 1~f1J~

or Guard

Commander there (MSL 13: 1851). Dwing this period, the Ming government referred to
Kbyung po as Shang Qiongbu

J:JfJ$ "Upper Khyung po" and Xia Qiongbu "-fJPtm

"Lower Khyung po", and to Rong po as Shang Longbu

~ft

t-- "Upper Rong-po" and

Xia Longbu 1'0 t-- "Lower Rong po" (MSL 17: 703). The Chinese transcription of the
Tibetan name Khyung po is noteworthy for two reasons:

(I) In the Ming period, the standard transcription for po in Tibetan names was

~.

The

use of iii) in transcribing Khyung po is rather unusual and this is especially so because
(2) There was a place in Yuesui already known as Qiongbu JfJ$ which was located to
the south of the Dadu He ::k1Lt1iiJ (Rgyal rong Rgyal mo mgul [var.: dngul] chu).

• This paper grew out of a brief report given by the author on April 24, 2004 at a seminar entitled
"Tibet and Her Neighbors" (Boston).

I

The events in Khyung po (late 1380s) and Yuesui (1394, 1403, 1427) are respectively recorded in

LR: 385, 576, SL: 372, and GCYS: 14, MSL 10: 451, MSL ]7: 703, MSL ]9: 1474.
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This seems to imply that, for the Ming authority, Tib. Khyung po

=

Ch. Qiongbu.

What grounds could the Ming Chinese have had for such an equation? It is difficult to
give a definite answer to this. The best we can probably do here is to cull from extant
sources the most relevant infonnation so as to prepare us for more thorough research
when, hopefully, more reliable data become available in the future.

Early Records of "Qiong" and "Qiongbu"

The Qiongbu people in Sichuan were Tibetans. According to the Mingshi, a certain
Lingzhenbo ,. ~ 18 (obviously Tibetan: Rin chen dpal) , acting as the last Mongolappointed Pacification Commissioner (Zhaotao Shi m~fj!) of Qiongbu, was responsible
for submitting the Qiongbu region to the Ming authority (MS: 8020). In fact, long before
the Ming period, Qiongbu had been one of China's administrative areas and the disyllabic
name can b~ traced back to the 6 th century A.D.:
(1) From the Northern Zhou ~ period to the Tang IT! period: ,Qiongbu Xian ):P$~,*,.

(2) Song

*

period: Qiongbu Chuan ):p~}lr. (JTS: 1698, SS: 14231)

(3) Yuan period: Qiongbu Anfu Zhaotao Si ):n$3(~mflPJ and, later, Qiongbu Zhou

):P$1i'f (YS: 1473, MS: 8020).
The second syllable bu

gB

in these names has nothing to do with the Chinese word for

"tribe" which cannot be used to modify nouns such as xian "county" or zhou "prefecture".
It is obviously part of a non-Han place-name.
The name Qiong

):P I J:B alone-the phonetic value given in the Shij; zhengy; ~~d

JE~ is ;lt~& (SJ: 426), i.e. kioy--goes back to a much earlier period. Qiongdu

IBm,

part of the Qin ~ empire (221-206 B.C.), was the country (guo lifJ) of the "Southwestern
barbarians" (Xinan Yi g§1¥.i~) who were known for their horses and yaks (maoniu f.j~L:f:-)
(HS: 1646) and were subjugated by the Han

¥l

nd

Dynasty in the early 2

century B.C.

There, a principality was set up by the Chinese and was named Yuesui Jun ~m~.
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Going to the north, southwest of Chengdu

fflZm,

was Linqiong ~:c~, which was then

blessed with large deposits of iron and was already a Chinese district (xian) populated by
mining magnates (the best known of which was the one from the Zhuo clan .!¥i,B(;) and
. their laborers (SJ: 3277). Ch. lin qiong means "on the verge of the Qiong [River]". The
Qiong River (Qiong Shui
r~*llJ)

at Yandao

Qiong-Zuo

r~~

r~7J<)

1H~

originates from the Qionglai Mountains (Qionglai Shan

(HS: 1598, JTS: 1681). The original name of Qionglai was

because the mountains marked the border between the countries of the

Qiong and Zuo2 peoples (SJ: 2992).
The Yandao district or Yandao Xian .Ilm~ (SJ: 211, HS: 3229) was largely
populated by non-Hans. As stated in the Kuodi zhi 1J5!tBi5: "A district where there were
barbarians was called dao, so it was called Yandao." (SJ: 426: ~ffm~E1i1!

'

i&E1~

m:). In the Han period, dao 3 was found in the designation of such "barbarian" districts. 4
Yandao (*giam to) might reflect Tib. Gya mdo (gya "meandering or swift flowing
[rivers]", mdo "confluence"), Gyang mdo or the likeS, but this cannot be certified at
present. It is worthy of remark that the toponym dao :if[ is closely related to the ancient
understanding of the river system outlined in the geographical classic Yugong
~,

2

3

the founder of the Xia

I

~~.

Yu

Dynasty (±2000 B.C.-±lSOO B.C.?), was the hero of the

Of the language and ethnicity of the Zuo people, see Meng Mo: 12-13,23-25.
Rendered by "circuit" in Charles O. Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1985), p 487b, No. 6306.

4

See also Toh: 396. Cf. Enoki.

5

Cf. the name of the Bonpo holy mountain, Lha ri Gyang to / Gyang do (Karmay: 221, 301), Bla

Igrum Gyang mdo (in the Yi ge lha gyes can, Karmay-Nagano: 156), as well as Gyang tho, Gyang
mtho, Gyed mtho (Haarh: 237, 273, 293, 381, 393, 405) etc. In Moso, the word for "mountain" is

nd30.
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Chinese flood legend who hailed from Xiqiang

ft§re. "the Qiang of the west" (SJ: 686).6

The Maozhou tujing a1i\ni1*~ says, "The surname of the river spirit was Jiang~. In the
past, when Yu 'conducted' (dao ~, the archaic fonn of which is dao ill) [the course of
smaller rivers into the course of larger] rivers, the [river] spirit actually helped him."
(SZGJ 79: 2:

rIrlfEfJ ' *,tt't

0

tiM~rr

'

tffJ~ftcZ) Chinese records also have it that

Yandi ~~ "Flaming [Red] Emperor" (representing "Fire" of the Five Elements), the
second of the three pre-historical emperors (Sanhwing -N!), was surnamed Jiang after
the name of the Jiang River (Jiang Shui ~7J<) where his mother (dimu) gave birth to him
and, for which reason, the various Qiang tribes were also surnamed Jiang (SZGJ 31: 2:
BJffT~7J<

6

' ffijPJ~mtt

0

r,w

t&~~~tt~).7 Yandi was also known as Shennong Shi

That was probably why the Tanguts, known in Chinese as Dangxiang Qiang 1i:rjjt, named the

kingdom they built in 1 ] th -] 3th centuries as Xia M (Xixia ifflEl).

7

Qiang rt «*k'ial)) and Jiang ~

«

*kial)) share the "rhyme" (yun ~) of the word for "sheep" yang

$. The female sign 1x.. of ~ simply indicates that ~ was the clan name-the character xing tt "clan
name" takes the female sign-of the

Jt

people. The character jt was also used to represent an

emphatic negative in the ancient Chu ~ language (cf. Jiang Shuge, "Qufu Chuyu yishu .rmltit~~~

tm'\ No. 11, in Jiang Shuge 1983: 79-81), the phonetic value of which is given in the Shyi zhengyi as
qiang

II (*ldol}) (SJ: 2488). Both qiang andjiang are pronounced idOl) /

k'io1} in Southern Min

~,

dialect. Paul Pelliot suggested that Tib. 'greng was the native name represented by ft (Thomas: 61,
Stein 1957-58: 7), the untenability of which, however, had been demonstrated by Uray. In the early
1930s, the Tangutologist Wang Jingru proposed that

1t and 1t (Wang hypothesized a *tk'- for the

fonner and *zk'- for the latter) reflect the same word in ancient Qiang language (Wang: 662-664). For
our present purpose, what can be said about

rt and JP may be that they were very old names

associated with rivers, or also with the cult of river spirits, in the regions that were inhabited by the
Qiang herdsmen and hunters in ancient times. According to HHS: 2875-76, the Yuesui Qiang ~.Je
was an offshoot from the Qiang tribe under the leadership of a certain Ang / Yang

Cp *lJial}

(Cf.

Amoy gOl), giol}, Cantonese 1}Ol), ia!l}) which emigrated from Qinghai around 384 B.C. to escape
military enslavement by the expansionist power of the Qin ~, a barbaric state which was to conquer
the entirety of China in 221 B.C. (cf. Meng Wentong 1936: 15-20). Since

4

Cp

("high; raise, lift
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1Ef1Bla

(S): 4), the name for the father of herbal medicine in Chinese hi story. 8 He was

displaced by Huangdi ]Ii

m "Yellow Emperor" (representing

"Earth" of the Five

Elements) who was also known as Xuanyuan Shi qIf!fia~.
upwards") and

JP

("mound") could be very easily confused orthographically (and, perhaps, also

phonetica1Jy? In Amoy,

JP

is pronounced gio1), kio1) and

rp gio1), g01), this record may very well refer

to the early history of the ancestor of the Qiong people.

8

An anecdote given in Huijiao's .~ Gaoseng zhuan

if61ttfe:

or Biographies of Eminent Monks

(T2059.50: 334b) relates that Yao Xing!&Eft (r. 399-416}-the warlord of the Qiang jt tribe and the
king of the Posterior Qin (Houqin ~~) who sponsored and took part in KumarajTva's 1l!l;~.1t
translation of Buddhist texts into Chinese-was skeptical of the authenticity of the large amount of
texts recited in Chang'an ~3( by the 90-year-old Kashmirian Sarvastividin, BuddhayaSas {?t~~lffi~.
Therefore Yao requested BuddhayaSas to memorize a medical recipe in the Qiang language which
contained approximately 50, 000 words (ling song Qiangji yaofang ke wuwan yan ~~mJt~.1J1lJ1i
~ s).

Two days later, the nonagenarian passed the test by reciting the Qiang text without making a

single error! This record informs us of the fact that the Qiang people had their language and medicinal
knowledge documented by the 5th century A.D. If the ancient Qiang people spoke a Tibetan language,
this would seem to be the earliest mention of a Tibetan medical text. Whether this text had anything to
do with the "original"-if there ever was one--medical classic Shennong bencao jing f$M~*~

7t5 /
Qianghud j'ttft (known in Tibetan as rtsad g-yung, spru ma) and Chinese angelica root Danggui -&M
can, perhaps, never be confirmed. To note in passing, the Notopterygium root Qianghuo

(borrowed into Tibetan as tong leu; cf. De'u dmar Bstan 'dzin phun tshogs, Shel gong shel phreng
[Beijing: Minzu Chubanshe, 1986; 2001 reprint], p. 295: rgya nag tu tong ku zer zhing etc.), according
to the Liexian zhuan

~UftlJ1$

(See HHS: 2854), were among the herbs taken by Taoist "immortals" in

the barbarian region in Southwestern China. The name Qianghuo points to its place of origin in Qiang
areas.
We find a Qiang clan, Tang Ii (Karlgren's reconstruction: *d'o1); Cantonese t'm}, Amoy *t01),
Old Uyyur transcription to [Tayto for Datang

*18,

cf. Japanese Da; tO]), present in Longxi fitlg§

around 227 A.D. (SGZ: 734). A striking fact is that both Fri and Tib. stong mean "empty; futilely".i§
is also the archaic form for tang tf1i (Karlgren: *t'a1J; Amoy and Cantonese 1'01)) "great, vast", as
already pointed out by Wang Guowei 3:.1IJ~ (1877-1927) in his "Yin buci zhong suojian xiangong
xianwang kao ~ ~itFtpPJT~5t1}1t3:.=tj", Wang Guowei Xiansheng quanji 3:.iJ~5t~~m (Taipei:

5
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Khyung and Local Religious Cults

Thutu bkwan Blo bzang chos kyi nyi rna (1737-1802) writes in his History of
Confucianism and Taoism (Tib. ma hli lsi na'i yul du rig byed dang bon gyi grub mtha'
'byung tshul)9:
Taiwan Datong Shuju, 1976), pp. 426-427. Cf. also Tib. thang "expanse, plain (noun); clear" (thang

stong "wild / empty plain") and Ch. dong ?1I1J [tOI)] "empty (~W!I); expanse (W!lJf!z!f); clear (M1~)".
In an Old Tibetan text from Dunhuang, Pelliot tibetaine J287, the name of one of the oldest Tibetan

c1ans Stong is spelled Tong (ldong tong n'i 'phan gyis btab, see Huang: 191, 204), indicating that the
prefix s- of stong was then not pronounced. It is therefore possible that stong was an orthographic loan
for tong. It is very tempting to relate the old Tibetan Tong / Stong clan to the

1M clan of the Qiang.

The clan names of the ancient Qiang tribes in Chinese records still await the scrutiny of Sinologists
and Sino-Tibetanists.

9

Thu'u bkwan designated Confucianism and Taoism "Vedism (rig byed) and Bon [in China]"

respectively to contrast their positions relative to Buddhism within the restricted Tibetan framework of
religious historiography. However, under certain circumstances, a Taoist text could be regarded as
Buddhist. For instance, the Tibetan translation of a Taoist text, Yus sha' Icyi'i brjed thog yang li'i za ma

tog (The text available to me was copied by an anonymous scribe for publication in India in the
1960s), begins with the invocation rje btsun

'tshal 10 ("Homage to Lord

Mafijugho~a

Jam pa'i dbyangs

dang 'phags ma sgroi ma la phyag

and Noble Tara!"), which is certainly not found in the

Chinese original.. Yus sha' Icyi is a transcription of Yuxia ji .:Iil§!~~; yang Ii (g·yang Ii < yangzhi ~D~,
which refers to the white color of the precious jade yangzhiyu ~D~.3S. from Khotan; cited in Stein
1971: 245 to account for Zhang zhung yu Ii "liquor," for which, however,

Jill is a more likely source)

is a translation of yu .:Ii "jade"; za ma tog, though being an etymologically curious Tibetan word, is of
course a translation of xia

I!i! "case, box".

This Taoist manual of astrology was also translated into

Mongolian as Erdeni-yin (var.: Erdenitii) qas qayurcay (var.: qayircay). Its most interesting part (cf.

the collection of the Zhushen shengdanri yuxia ji deng ji ~f$~~ B .3i1!i!~a~m in DZ 36: 319) is
the Fashi xuanze ji ~eilHI~~a (Thang zan tsang gis bris pa'i gza' skar bzang ngan gyi dbye ba 'gyur

med) which was said to have been propounded by Tang Sanzang
Buddhist master) to Tang Taizong

m:;tiR

Im-=iI (Xuanzang Z~, the great

on the 15th day of the 1sl month of the 1s1 year of the

Zhenguan reign (~B7Gif.1E~+liB, thang (in /evan rgyal po'i gnam 10 thog ma'i zla ba dang po'i

tshe beo Inga'i nyin

= February 6, 627 A.D.). This reminds us of a curious passage in the Mongolian
6
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shen nong bya bas ku'i tsang zhes pa'i spor thang gi gzhung khon sa'i
rnam 'gyur gtso bor byas pa zhig brtsamsl yang shwan ywan zhes pa'i ri
las khyung gis khyer byung yang zerl khyung skad la dpe byas nas brtsams
pa yin zhes kyang zer ba'i gzhung zhig kyang byung 'dug ste grags chung
ngoll (OM, Folio 429)
"Shennong" compiled a book of divination called Ku'i tsang

Guizang

« Ch.

lw.) and had [the hexagrams] begin with (gtso bor byas pa,

reflecting Ch. tJ·· ·mtT) the figure (rnam 'gyur) of 'earth' (khon sa < kun
!!:f:J).10 Also, it was alleged that a khyung (a mythical bird) brought [the
book] from the hill called "Shwan ywan" (Xuanyuan 1fif~)1I. Although

chronicle Erdeni-yin (obci which mentions that a prophecy of "the translator" Tang Xuanzang
(Mongolian tang vangcang kemekil kelemUrci in Schmidt: 130, Manchu tang yuwan juw~g gebungge

lodzawa in Haenisch: 60; lodzawa

= Tib. 10 tsii [var.: tstsha]

ba ·'translator") to Tang Taizong was

found by the Mongol emperor in an ancient "book" (Mongolian debter < Persian ,;;9::> daftar). This
text is very likely to be Taoist or, at least, Taoist-cum-Buddhist. As Xuanxuan Daoren Yanlingzi
iEt"'~~r

5?:5?:

(the Ming Taoist who was responsible for circulating the Fashi xuanze ji) puts it: "There

is [only] one Tao in the world and the sages share one mind." (DZ 36: 323c: ~"""'F~=~, ~A~JiW

10

The Xia

I

version (following Yandi's tradition) of the Book of Changes (Yi ~) was called

Lianshan ~I-U while the Yin $: version (following Huangdi's tradition) was called Guizang (Zhouli
zhushu

ffl]m;i±i£Jft:, juan

24: ]tA.IZSI~~ Eliml.iJ

'

with the kun "earth" hexagram (Yili zhushu ffiifil7.±if!rf.,juan 37: M.~

11

See SJ: 2:

,

BiA~fi~ ElMi'O. The Guizang system begins
~z.~

, P)'*4!f$~li).

tt_Zli "the hill ofXuanyuan". According to the Shan haijing W~~~, the country of

Xuanyuan was situated on the edge of Mt. Qiong

IlJllJ. The

legend of afonghuang (a fabulous bird

from the south) bringing forth a sacred book (fonghuang xian tushu !It~fjJ[lfil) was associated with
Huangdi and not with Yandi (Shennong); see the Chunqiu yuanming baD ~fj(7C$~ (Huangshi

yishu kao Ji~~iI~ 48: 55b) and Chunqiu hecheng tu ~f)C~~1iJ (Huangshi yishu kao 50: 7b).

7
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there is a text alleging that 'it was also said that the book was produced
according to (?) the sound of khyung (khyung skad),' [this remains] little
known l2 •

Both Guizang and Xuanyuan are names associated with Huangdi rather than with
Shennong (Yandi). Thu'u bkwan's curious account seems to betray an attempt to
associate khyung with Shennong's clan name. Like Ch.feng orfenghuang, khyung is king
of the feathered race13. In Bonpo iconography, the god Ye rnkhyen dgra bla is presented
in the form of a khyung (Kannay: 256). Interestingly enough, in the Taishang Laojun
zhongjing ~J:~~rp*Jf!, the first Taoist immortal (diyi shenxian m-1Ef1fLlJ) Shangshang

Taiyi J:J::t:- is said to be a human-headedfenghuang, and he is the father of Tao it!z

Y:. who was born prior to the beginning (xian) of our universe :R:tt!!z9G 14 (DZ 27: 142b).
According to Thu'u bkwan, who derived his "Sinological" knowledge from his bla rna,

12

I suspect that this had something to do with the famous Chinese legend of the invention of flute by

H uangdi' s musician Linglun ~1ifU (cf. Tib. ling long "fluttering, waving") who was inspired by the
sound offimghuang in the Kunlun mountains.

13

See, e.g., Rnam dag padma g·yung dnmg klong chen gyi dkyi/ '/chor, a gter ma text discovered by

Gshen chen klu dga': 'dab chag Icyi rgya/ po /chyung ehen (RR: 187).

14

In §25 of the Taoist cl~sic Laozi ~T, the Thing (wu !Io/.J) which fonned heterogeneously and was

born prior to the beginning of universe (::(i!(o/.Jlmn!G ' ;txtt!!~.) is designated Dao

i1!

"great". The Chu ~ bamboo-slip version reads ffi'i instead of qo/.). The character }Ifj
tentatively deciphered as zhuang

r)

W\:,

"*

has been

see Qiu Xigui ~~*, "Guodian Laozi jian chutan ~~ (~

fVjfn~", Daojia wenhua yanjiu m~~1t:wf~ 17 (1999): 45f. The

tomb at Mawangdui ~xii reads ~. Cf. Zhuangzi
taking note of the fact that ~, ~ and

and Da

ittr §23:

silk version from the Han

fiIi~P)'~ (varia [eetio:

Mt,

~) ~,

:tR all have close visual appearances in their archaic fonns and

carry the semantic import of "big, great". The head-sign Jj in Jis (similar to the graph §f of dao i§:) is
of particular interest. Was it, in both characters, intended to convey the connotation of "first, aPl'l"?

8
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the omniscient (thams cad mkhyen pa) Lcang skya Rol pari rdo rje (~B, 1717-1786), the
Taoist sage Loru kyun (Laojun ~;g-) and the Bonpo sage Ston pa Oshen rab are one and
the same because, as adverted to by Lcang skya, gshen was merely a distortion of xian of

xiansheng )t~.15 It should be noted that Lcang skya did not arbitrarily equate gshen
with Taoist terms such as shen:fEf3

16,

xian

fLlI, zhen

~, or xuan

Z.

There must be some

reason for his equating gshen with xian $to Tib. gshen (also spelled s/Ien in Old Tibetan
as in Pelliot tibetain 1285) is a very curious word used exclusively in Bonpo contexts and
its meaning remains obscure. It occurs in the Bonpo term for an enlightened being, ye

gshen. Tib. ye "primordial, pristine,,17 also means "eternity", obviously not in the sense of
Arabic abad ~I "eternity a parte post" but closer to that of Arabic azal JI j\ "eternity a

parte ante". The rab of gshen rab means "most, highest, supreme" I8 • If we take gshen to
have been derived from ;t, both ye gshen and gshen rab 'would mean something very
close to the Taoist concept of xian

9G

and taishang *L. Furthermore, the term mi bo

[cheJ in Gshen rab mi bo [cheJ is comparable to the Taoist notion of daren

*A "great

man" 19. Lcang skya's hypothesis, though it requires further corroboration, should not be
IS

GM, Folio 445: lo'u kyun 'di bon gyi ston pa gshen rab dang gcig ces bdag gi bla rna thams cad

mkhyen pas gsungs tel rgya'i skad du skyes mchog la shyan shing zer ba'i shyan sgra zur nyams pas
gshen zhes bos par sems soil Note that xiansheng was used to refer to Taoist masters. A few instances
of addressing someone xian instead of xiansheng in Chinese were presented by Zhou Lianggong
I

mI?U

(1612-1672) in his Shuying If~ (Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1981), p. 102.

16

As suggested in Hoffmann: 358.

17

Cf. the Buddhist tennye shes -'pristine wisdom".

18

Cf. the Buddhist terms shes rab "sublime wisdom" (prajiili; ~~, Jjf~W~, y!p~, Im~), ri rab

-'sublime mountain" (Mt. Sumeru, king of mountains; ~.U-I.:E, Y.9>~llt), etc.

19

As found in the famous Daren xiansheng zhuan :kJ....9G1:.fJ1J by Ruan Ji (210-263), see Chen Bojun

~{a~ ed.,

Ruan Ji ji jiaozhu 1Vi*i~i± (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1987), pp. ] 61-193.
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slighted inasmuch as we take into account the fact that Taoist elements are found In
Tibetan Bonpo writings20• In the Liexian zhuan 9Ufwf$ (Biographies of Taoist Immortals)
ascribed to the Han-Dynasty scholar Liu Xiang itl~ (1 st century B.C.), we find a Taoist
immortal Ge You ~EI3, as a "Qiang man" (Qiangren ~_A..), rode on a sheep and entered
Sichuan (qi yang ru Xishu ~~A~Mil during the reign of Chengwang of the Zhou

20

The episode of Kong tse « Ch. Kongzi ::fL-r, i.e. Confucius) praying to Gshen rab in a Bonpo story

(Karrnay 1998: 181) obviously goes back to the Chinese story of Confucius revering Laozi (SJ: 2140).
A Taoist story of Confucius was also found to have been translated into Tangut (See KLIlIaHOB).

21

The ancient Qiang people were known as shepherds as indicated by the character J't which may be

analyzed into "sheep" and "man". It is interesting to note that khyung and khyu "herd, flock" seem
interchangeable in Tibetan; e.g., the name of Zhang zhung Ga kbyung spungs pa was alternatively
written as Ga kbyu spungs pa. The Tangut word khiUQ "strong" (Li Fanwen: 320) may be compared
to Tib. gyong "hard, strong" (cf. Ch. qiimg,jiang 59i *k'io1), *kio1J "strong; stubborn") but probably not
to khyung. In names such as She) rgyung dkar po (Mi'u rigs bzhi Iha mchod rgyas pa, Karmay-Nagano:
I), Rgyung yar Bla chen khod spungs, Zhang zhung Stong rgyung mthu chen, Me nyag Ne rgyung
'khar bu CRY: 3,6, 7,31) etc., rgyung probably has nothing to do with khyung. I am inclined to think
that khyung is related to the hydronym Qiong
word jiang iI (as in the character kong

~

:c~

(a non-Chinese word) whence came the Chinese

"empty; sky, air", the sign gong I

is the phonetic

component in both :r~ and iC) for the Yangzi River in particular and large rivers in general. Cf. the
word for "river" in Burmese 'chY:Jn (more precisely, "a rivulet") and Manna 'khY:Jn (Bernot: 52). Cf.
also Rong (Lepcha) !cyon "river, stream" (Mainwaring: 33) as well as Tib. kyong, kong "depression in
the ground, concave, hollow", khung "hole, concavity", Burmese chyaiil' "hollow". For sounds like
k':J'l, k'b'l which are semantically related to "hole", "hollow" etc. in Sinitic and Thai, see an early

article by Lin Yutang **~~, "Gu you fufuyin shuo E1[~ifN;", in Lin's Yuyanxue luncong ~
~ ~~ft (Minguo congshu diyibian ~liIfl~~-1i 51) (Shanghai: Shanghai Shudian, 1989), pp.

1-15. Tib. kJung (var.: kJungs, kJong/; to be distinguished from klong2 "center", for which cf. gung
"middle", dgung "middle; midday; sky, air") means "[river] valley" (cf. Tib. lung "valley, hollow,
furrow'\ rong "valley, gorge") and, with chu "water, river", it forms the binoms chu klung, klung chu
"rivers". Nearly 30 years ago, Jerry Norman and Mei Tsu-lin proposed that Ch. iI (*krU'l in Li Fangkuei's *1J~ system), Tib. klung and Thai khb:1J are all Austroasiatic in origin (Norman-Mei: 282).
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Dynasty mIJ1JG.:E (1115-1079 B.C.) (DZ 5: 67c). This legend at least indicates that Taoism
was present among the Qiang people by the time the Liexian zhuan was compiled.
A remarkable fact we must mention here is that the Sovereign of the Jiang River
(Dijiang

W¥I, Zujiang fftH¥I)

in ancient Chinese mythology was a bird deity, as already

demonstrated by the eminent Sinologist Jao Tsung-i (Jao 2003a: 169-258, esp. 181-211).

It is probably not a mere coincidence that Tib. khyung, being the name for a mythical bird,
is also a clan name that can be related to the ethnonym Qiong

:r:~

which in turn was

derived from the hydronym Qiong (:r:~7J<). It must not be forgotten that r~7.1< was also
written as

¥I7l< (Meng Wentong 1987: 51).22

I do not know of any record which confirms that the Qiong people were familiar
with Taoism. Nevertheless, we may have to take into account the fact that Linqiong was

an important center for Taoist cults. The Tang Taoist master Liu Zhigu
century) hailed from Linqiong.

Bai Juyi

23

i'J.mr5

(8 th

In the widely read Tang poem Changhen ge ~tN~ by

B'@~ (772-846), the Taoist priest who was sent to search for the soul of the

A more thorough research on the history of

J:B

and possibly related words in Tibeto-Burman

languages may shed further light on this question.

22

That river and bird cults were somehow intertwined in the remote past can also be seen from the

fact that a curious word for "boat" was yi ill (cf. Jao 2003b: 87, for the connections between the bird

yi [0:1, !l] and the divine Taiyi * - "Ultimate Oneness") which was in fact the name of a "large
bird" (~, *,~t!!-from Gao You's ~~ commentary of the Huainan Zi
262). Among the many words for "boat, ship" recorded sinographically

tl"f¥jy; see Liu Wendian:
(cf. Jao 2003c), he/ii 0000

(Hong Liangji: 265b) may be singled out as one probably sharing the same origin with Tibetan gru.
The name of the great HelU

filM, king of the ancient Wu ~ state, probably had the same meaning in

the ancient Wu language. The ancient Wu and Vue ~ peoples were famous for boatmanship and river
battle.

\
23

Zhao Oaoyi Mi3e-, Lishi zhenxian tidao longjian JIf1!t~illlmmii., OZ 5: 282b.
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Tang emperor's lover was also from Linqiong24 • Zhang Xingcheng ~:fffflG, the 12th_
century scholar of the Xiantian

'JC7"C school of the Book o/Changes, was from Linqiong

(Liu Yaohan: 88). In the Xuan/eng qinghui lu

Z MJlwr~

(Record of a Fortunate

Encounter with Profound Mysticism), a record of the preachings of the Taoist priest Qiu
Chuji tt~~~ (1148-1227) to Cinggis Qan which was compiled by the Khitan scholar
Vila Chucai ~~U~~ I Yelil Chucai lfI3~~~ (1190-1244), we read:

'['8 <m>~ 7k =7G1f: IE,Fj -t; B

'

::t:L~iUl&tl;:r:P

4*~:&=+Im~$Ji~*~~T~~

0

, f¥l7(fIffi~j1l~f¥j -4 ~t

(DZ3: 389a)

On February 26, 155, Taishang descended in Linqiong of Shu (Sichuan)
and imparted to the tianshi Zhang Daoling the Scripture of Sagitarius and
[the Scripture of] the Dipper as well as the scriptures of the 24-step magic
formulae, in 1, ODD-odd volumes. 25

Zhang Daoling (34-156) was the very man who founded the Taoist cult of tianshi in
Sichuan. He was certainly better known. by the title Zhang Tianshi ~~W which was by

2S

For the worship of tianshi in Qiongzhou Jp1i'l and Linqiong ~J(l, see, e.g., Du Guangting's f±J'G~

Daojiao lingyan ji ~~.~~G and Shenxian ganyu ji *,fllJ~~~G, in Siku Quanshu cunmu congshu
[gJ!l!~~ff§fi~ 258, pp. 247-48, 290. Some records have it that Zhang Daoling acquired his

learnings in a mountain in Qiongzhou (Jao 1991: 147). Cf. Daomen longjiao ji xu ~r~~~~~ (DZ
32: la):

::ReiJi:li:¥itng§iij

t

JJifflG~~~~1i'1

t

i&iUzA.~m~

, {lji±ZJ)\~~

0

"Tianshi

(Zhang Daoling) founded his teaching in Xishu; Guangcheng (Du Guangting) spent the latter part of
his life in Yizhou. Therefore Taoism is widely practiced among the people of Shu (Sichuan) [and their]
exegeses of rituals are very elaborate too." The tianshi cult was also practiced among the Dali

*JlI!

(Nanzhao j¥j~H) natives. See Yang Zhonglu et al.: 384, 521 etc. The earliest occurrence of the term

tianshi seems to be in the chapter of Xu Wugui f*~;l of the Zhuangzi where we read that a horsete~der

boy was revered by the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi) as Tianshi.
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no means unknown to Tibetan Bonpos. For instance, we read in Khyung po Blo gros
rgyal mtshan's history of Bonpo that the principal mentor of the Ming emperors was the
Chinese bon (rgya nag gi bon) Cang thas pi which means "celestial bon (gnam gyi
bon)".26 "Cang thas pi" should read "Cang thas si" (the scribe might have copied this
~

"-

from a dhu med text in which si W and pi u could be easily confounded),
Tianshi "celestial shi, Zhang".27 If, indeed, Qiong

26

i.e.~

Zhang

= Khyung, this would imply an early

RRB: 181: thas tshong yab sras ky; ring fa rlsa ba'f bla mchod dngos nil rgya nag gi bon cang thas

pi <sic.> bya bayinl bod skad du gnam gyi bon zer ba'oITib. thas tshong = Ch. Taizong

::*:*. which

refers to the Yongle 7j(~ emperor who was better known in Tibetan by the epithet Ye dbang or Ye
dbang rgyal po. What is most curious is that Ye dbang, though representing Yanwang~.:E (Yongle's
princely title), actually refers to a Bonpo sage. See, e.g., Rong ston Tshul khrims 'od zer, Rnam dag

padma yum gyi dkyi/ 'khor bsdus don nyams len du drfl ba padma rgyan gyi gsal byed, RR: 11: bdag
g·yung drung ye dbang gi TVal pol ston pa gshen rab rab tu gsal ba de f. ..} (CltQ\.cn~w',dq:t..,.,iiif

'f,~(".~~Of.!...t.'d'U ,,&lei tf\ ) The Ming Chinese also referred to Bonpo as Daojiao '"Taoism". Cao
Xuequan (1574-1647) cited the Xibianji g§iI~d (R~cords of the Western Borderlands): li1~ffirmB
{~fiili

27

" IFfilW~B ' 3!~t!!

D

t

(SZGJ 31: 6)

In the Ming period. this referred to the Longhu Shan

~~ and his successors in the Zhengyi

fmJ.1f1lr Taoist priest Zhang Zhengchang ~:lE

IE- lineage (MS: 7654). See also Huang Ming enming .shilu ~

/lA}~,tfPt!t~. DZ 34: 784-814.

Ch. shi has manifold meanings. The Parthian prince An Shigao 3(t!t~ (d. 170) rendered the
words of the great physician Jivaka as such: J'LA.~~

, 1!'M~mfj

0

~ffi.~PJ~fX

· t\t1i~~+

0

"'Whoever learning a craft has to, as a rule, thank his teachers. Although [my] teachers have nothing to
teach me, I have been a student [under them, so I thank them]." (Fo shuo Nainii Qiyujing {~~~~
ffd£~*~, T553.14: 899b) This is the usual sense of shi "teacher". In the case of Zhang Daoling, who

first exerted his influence in Sichuan through his heaJing service, shi has the sense of ··priest-doctor.
shaman" (cf. laojun ~~, the epithet of the Taoist sage, which has come to mean "healer, doctor" in
Southern Min [10 kun] and found its way into the Malay language as dukun '-magic healer"). It is
therefore not surprising to find shi being rendered by bon instead of dpon -'teacher. master". However
it should further be noted that dpon could also be spelled bon (cf. dpod, 'bod, bod

"call'~)

in early

Tibetan texts such as in khri[m] bon (i.e., khrims dpon) which occurs in an Old Tibetan document
retrieved from MIran (Thomas: 124,322).
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affiliation between Taoist and Bonpo cults in Sichuan. To be sure, Khyuni 8 is a name
hardly separable from Bonpo. The Bonpo connection of the Khyung po clan goes back at
least to the IO 'h century A.D. (Stein 1971: 251). According to the biography of Khyung

po mal 'byor (11 th century, founder of the Shangs pa'bka' rgyud school), his forefathers
were all Bonpo masters "from the beginning,,29. Khyung lung rngul (var.: dngul) mkhar
was the capital of Zhang zhung, the ancient land of Bonpo. In TD: 5178, the king of the
Great Yangtong *~~ (Zhang zhung), a tributary mission from which arrived at the
Tang court in 641 A.D., is said to have borne the surname Jiangge ~~ which, however,
might simply represent Khyung [lung dngul] mkhar.

In conclusion, the Ming equation of Qiong with Khyung raises very interesting
questions with respect to early Sino-Tibetan history as well as the subtle relationship
between Taoism and Bonpo in Sichuan. To accept "Qiong = Kbyung", one has to assume
that there had been immigrations of a subgroup of the ancient Qiang people from Qinghai
to Sichuan and then to Khams and even far into Western Tibet (Zhang zhung). Let us
hope that archaeological research in Sichuan will shed some light on this curious issue in
the future.

28

In modem publications in the People's Republic of China, it is generally transcribed as Qiong

m

(lI). For instance, a story from the Gesar epic cycle has been translated as Jffi~1i5Lm (OS).
29

MG: 5: dang po nas pha mes thams cad bon po'i dge bshes yin etc. The 1i h-century Tibetan ascetic

and mystic poet Mi la ras pa traced his lineage (rus) to a Rnying rna pa (a Tibetan Buddhist school
which has a subtle relationship with Bonpo) master of spells (rig sngags) by the name Jo sras who was
a member of the Khyung po clan (ML: 15). At first, Mi la ras pa studied Bonpo black magic spells for
revenge, of which he repented later. Having studied with Mar pa, he became a great Buddhist yogin.
There are several Tibetan stories of his subduing Bonpos and in one of which he subdued the great
Bon of the Mosos (Li Lincan: 277-284).
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